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Internet, so simply raising
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you persecution.”

refugees from Burma and

information was initially a huge
part of CFI’s work. Fortunately,
technology has made connecting
with persecuted individuals and
sharing their story much easier.

How do they help? CFI

Pakistan.

encourages “sustainable
improvement” which seeks to go
beyond bringing temporary

“The mission of CFI is to help Christians who are
persecuted and suffering for their faith in Jesus Christ. We
are a non-denominational human rights organization
providing real solutions to conditions of oppression and

Noting the creativity often
involved in their relief efforts,
Lisa says “The whole key is
using resources wisely; it’s good

misery caused by religious persecution.”
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relief by changing conditions
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CFI helped Burmese Christians

with other evangelical missions,
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however, upon request it does
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forth the gospel message.
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Lisa speaks of the horrors she’s
seen through her work, saying
“It’s not slight discrimination.
It’s full on persecution. Like drag

https://www.christianfreedom.org/

them in America, giving the
refugees full profit. Additionally,
CFI has a large facility in
Thailand with a Bible school and
vocational training program
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